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Abstract
The Concept Profile Analysis technology (overlapping co-occurring concept sets based on knowledge contained in biomedical abstracts) has led to new biomedical discoveries, and users have been able to interact with concept profiles through the interactive tool “Anni” (http://biosemantics.org/anni). However, Anni provides no way for users to save their procedures, results, or related provenance. Here we present a new suite of Web Service operations that allows bioinformaticians to design and execute their own Concept Profile Analysis workflow, possibly as part of a larger bioinformatics analysis. The source code can be downloaded from ZENODO at http://www.dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10963.
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Introduction

Concept Profile Analysis (CPA) has proven a powerful tool for interpreting and prioritizing results of bioinformatics analysis, and for linking data sets based on the best “educated guess” when precise links are not available. The technology uses the vector space model to relate concepts (such as genes and biological processes) mined from the literature to each other. Vectors can be compared efficiently and transparently, and the model yields a measure of the strength of the relationship between concepts. We call these vectors “concept profiles.” The CPA algorithms have for example been successfully applied to compare microarray studies, for predicting proteins putatively associated with muscular dystrophy pathways, and for associating chemical structures with gene expression data.

The standalone application Anni supports a number of standard CPA operations. For example, to perform pathway analysis for a gene expression experiment, a user first provides a list of gene database identifiers for the most significantly expressed genes. Anni uses these identifiers to query the concept profile database for the corresponding concept profiles, and subsequently constructs a “concept set” of these profiles. To match the list of genes with pathways, the user performs the operation “match concept sets” for the gene concept set with a predefined concept set of the category “Gene Ontology (GO) biological process”. Note that we refer here to GO concept profiles. The concept profile matching scores between the two concept sets are calculated by Anni, resulting in a ranked list of GO biological processes for the gene list. Finally, literature evidence in the form of documents containing co-mentions of the gene and biological processes can be retrieved by Anni from a supporting databases database, or from documents providing enough statistical evidence to support the gene-biological process associations without actually mentioning the gene and the biological process together in an abstract.

Here we present a new suite of Web Service (WS) operations that allows bioinformaticians to design and execute their own CPA workflow outside the Anni Web tool, possibly as part of a larger bioinformatics analysis. The WS was designed according to the outcome of an Anni usage analysis, where the common user and machine operations were identified.

Technical specifications

We implemented the CPA WS using Java, Model-View-Controller (MVC) Spring framework, and Apache Tomcat following the Java API for XML-WS (JAX-WS) specifications. We compiled the Anni Java code for the different operations into separate libraries, for which wrappers were written in Java. Spring MVC was used as a WS interface to remote applications. The WS was implemented according to the JAX-WS standard, enabling an auto-generated WSDL specification and use of Java Annotations to specify operations. Apache Tomcat was used for deployment. The CPA WS uses a database of indexed PubMed records. The thesaurus behind the Anni Web application was converted to Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), and the SKOS concept IDs were implemented as resolvable Unique Resource Identifiers leading to a Virtuoso Universal Server triple store.

User and machine operations as Taverna workflows

As an example on how to work with the CPA WS we implemented several workflows in the workflow management system Taverna workbench v 2.4 following the best practices for workflow design. The whole suite of CPA workflows consists of 11 workflows collected in a myExperiment pack [http://www.myexperiment.org/packs/368]. These workflows are of two different types: 1) nine workflows calling one WS operation, and 2) two pipelines of nested workflows calling more than one WS operation. The workflows of type 1 are the building blocks to make pipelines of type 2, and were implemented with re-usability in mind.

Here we describe the workflow “Match concept profiles with predefined set” (Figure 1) in order to illustrate the design and use of the WS and workflows. The workflow invokes the WS operation “getSimilarConceptProfilesPredefined”. The operation takes three input parameters, which can be accessed using the XML splitter function in Taverna. The user specifies the concept(s) to be matched (“Query concept IDs”), the concept set to match against (“Match concept set”), and a cutoff number of matched concepts to return (“Cutoff”).

Opening the “Run workflow” window in Taverna will result in showing the structured annotations for the whole workflow and the input parameters, as well as the example values (Figure 2). WS functional annotations can be accessed via the “Details” tab in Taverna (Figure 3). When the workflow is run, it will produce a ranked list of concepts associated to the query concept(s), and their similarity scores.

The above described workflow executes the core functionality of concept profile matching. The other WS operations implement functionality such as explaining the association found (by listing the common concepts contributing most to the score) and showing the literature evidence (by retrieving the links to the abstracts in PubMed). Workflows implementing these WS can be coupled to the “Match concept profiles with predefined set” workflow to form a pipeline of nested workflows. Examples of such pipelines are the “GWAS to biomedical concept” nested workflow, which performs Single Nucleotide Polymorphism annotation (SNP), and the “Annotate gene list with top ranking concepts” nested workflow for gene annotation (Figure 4).

Discussion

The CPA WS and workflows raise the level of reproducibility of bioinformatics experiments that make use of CPA compared to Anni, and the CPA WS can more easily be used together with other tools. For example, CPA-based SNP annotation can be performed with the CPA WS by coupling an external WS to map the SNP identifiers to Entrez gene identifiers. With Anni, the SNP to Entrez gene identifier analysis would have to be performed separately, decreasing the reproducibility.

Some of the functionalities in Anni have not been migrated to the WS. For example, Anni provides a function for hierarchical clustering of the results. Clustering is not a CPA function by itself, but we are considering to implement workflows that perform this function. We are also working on a workflow implementation of the process...
Figure 1. **Taverna workflow for matching concept(s) with a predefined set of concept profiles.** Blue boxes represent the workflow inputs and outputs, green box the WS invocation, and purple boxes the XML splitters for the inputs and outputs of the WS operation. The workflow is available at [http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3396](http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3396).

Figure 2. **Taverna run window.** Detailed, structured descriptions for the whole workflow and its input parameters, with example values are shown in the window.
Figure 3. Taverna details window. A detailed description of the function of the WS operation is shown in the window.

Figure 4. Taverna nested workflow for gene annotation. Blue boxes represent input and output parameters, purple boxes the local Taverna worker services, yellow boxes the Xpath services for fast XML parsing, and grey boxes the constant values. The workflow is available at http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3921.
that creates the data underlying the Anni WS, possibly using the recently developed text-mining workbench Argo\(^1\), allowing for more flexibility in performing CPA\(^1\). Specialization of the underlying resources for services to use in specific research domains, such as plant breeding or metabolomics, is a topic for future work.

**Conclusions**

By creating a WS building upon the Anni interactive tool, we made available the CPA technology in a way that users can easily integrate the technology with other software and save their procedures, results and related provenance.
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This paper presents a suite of Web services with which users can design and execute their own workflow for Concept Profile Analysis. The paper includes examples of running the Web services on Taverna workbench.

The motivation of promoting the Web services presented in this paper is unclear to me. The abstract says, “However, Anni provides no way for users to save their procedures, results, or related provenance.” I guess that the authors wrote this sentence in order to explain the advantage of using the Web services over Anni. However, I am not sure whether bioinformaticians prefer the Web services to Anni in their analyses. Some may find Anni more useful than the Web services because Anni was designed to perform pre-defined workflows. For this reason, I am also not sure whether the conclusions are justified sufficiently on the basis of the developed Web services. The impact of this paper would be greater if the authors could explain the sales point(s) of this software (especially to bioinformaticians, real users) more concretely.

The explanation of how the Web services work on Taverna workbench is helpful for us to understand what can be achieved by the Web services. However, this paper lacks the comprehensive detail of the Web services, e.g., what kinds of services were implemented, what is the functionality of each service, what is the underlying research technologies for implementing the each service (although software technologies such as Apache Tomcat are explained). These details may be useful for readers to imagine the possible way to integrate the Web services with other tools.

Minor comment:

It would be better if this paper could introduce Concept Profile Analysis (CPA) with references.

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.
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Referee Report 05 August 2014
This article describes a suite of services that bring the previously existing concept profile analysis tool "Anni" to the web. These web services enable a range of bioinformatics analysis tasks, and can be embedded in other workflows. The authors provide examples of implementing workflows within the Taverna workbench which nicely illustrate the applicability of the services.

The authors provide links to both the software and the Taverna workflows used as examples, which is very good.

The article could be improved by providing a more clear distinction between what can be achieved with the web services, and how the operations are implemented. The very first paragraph of the article, for instance, provides a strongly methodological description of the tool (introducing the vector space model, and the notion of comparing vectors). A more application-oriented oriented motivation for the tool would be preferable right at the beginning; the details of e.g. how "pathway analysis" is supported (via the concept profiles) can be provided after the general rationale for the tool. Note that the authors also mention a use case for "linking data sets" but do not appear to provide a concrete example of where this might be relevant. Similarly, the technical specifications mix somewhat user and developer functionality; some reorganisation could improve the manuscript. Where they mention "the user", is this a ‘real’ user (i.e. someone interested in bioinformatics analysis), or a computational user/developer?

Where the authors state, "The concept profile matching scores between the two concept sets", does this refer to a pairwise comparison between the elements of the two sets, or a more holistic/aggregated comparison across the complete sets? Please clarify.

Figure 2 might be more interesting if it showed an example of a "Match concept set" rather than the "Cutoff" value. How are such concept sets defined? On the other hand, parameters such as "cutoff" should be explained, at least in the figure caption, for completeness.

There are several details provided that are not fully explained. Specifically, there is a mention of "the XML splitter function in Taverna" for input parameters. Again, please consider whether this is important for a user to understand, or rather for a developer to understand the code. Also, what are "WS functional annotations"? (cf. also the reuse of the term "annotation" with possibly a different sense in "Single Nucleotide Polymorphism annotation" and "gene annotation"). What do you refer to with "the data underlying the Anni WS"?

The conclusions are justified, if a bit unspecific. A more targeted summary of the functionality would be preferable, rather than "we made available the CPA technology".

Note a few small English usage issues. (1) "considering to implement" should be "considering implementing" (2) "users can easier integrate" should be "users can more easily integrate".

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.
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